RDA: Resource Description and Access Copyright and Permissions Policy

The copyright for RDA: Resource Description and Access is held jointly by the American Library Association, the Canadian Federation of Library Associations, and the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (“Copyright Holders”). This copyright includes the original English version of the content as well as all translations of the content. It also includes presentation of RDA content online and in print.

Subscribers to RDA Toolkit are free to copy, distribute, and otherwise share screen images of RDA Toolkit for internal educational purposes only. This includes training, classroom or online teaching, presentations, review, evaluation, internal library use, and handouts for related activities. RDA Toolkit screen images or copies of RDA content may not be used in derivative products without written permission from the Copyright Holders. Furthermore, RDA Content may not be altered, transformed, incorporated into another product or services, or built upon without written permission from the Copyright Holders.

The required display of the RDA copyright is:
©2010-2021 - American Library Association, Canadian Federation of Library Associations, and CILIP: Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals.

Any attribution for RDA Toolkit screen images should read:
"Screen image from the RDA Toolkit (www.rdatoolkit.org) used by permission of the Copyright Holders for RDA (American Library Association, Canadian Federation of Library Associations, and CILIP: Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals).”

Derivative products, including works clearly based on RDA, require the permission of the Copyright Holders, and licensing fees may apply. Permission requests for such products are considered on an individual basis and evaluated on criteria including but not limited to the amount of RDA content quoted (or paraphrased), number of RDA Toolkit screenshots, size of the intended audience, and expressed usage of the product.

The RDA content, and any derivatives of the RDA content, may not be distributed to third-parties by subscribers or any other authorized user without the permission of the Copyright Holders Permission for such products licensing fees. Such fees for print products will based on product print run, pricing, and other factors as appropriate. Digital/online product licensing fees based on sales/subscription levels and pricing.

Use of the RDA and the RDA Toolkit logos is strictly reserved for official RDA products, and they may not be used without written permission of the Copyright Holders. No variation or manipulation of these logos is permitted.